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Why Identity Chaining Across Trust Domains

Transaction Tokens
- Who was the Resource Owner?
- What authorization did they grant?
- What other entities were involved?
- What authorization did they have?
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Proposal Concepts
Getting an Authorization Grant for another Trust Domain

1. Client in Domain 1 exchanges a token with the AS in Trust Domain 1 to get an authorization grant for the AS in Trust Domain 2

2. Client uses the authorization grant with the AS in Trust Domain 2 to get an access token

3. Client presents the access token to the Resource server in Trust Domain 2

Token Exchange (RFC 8693)

Assertion Framework (RFC 7521)
Section 2.1 Overview: Generic Identity and Authorization Chaining Across Domains
Appendix B.1: Resource Server acting as Client
Appendix B.2:
Authorization Server acting as Client